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Lori O’Mara, Principal 

Dear RKA Families, 

I can hardly believe we are heading full steam ahead into the last part of the school year!  As you all know, this has been a school year 
unlike any other, and I cannot thank you enough for your patience, helpfulness, and partnership, as we’ve continually adapted our 
plans, events, and programming as we receive our updates and mandates from the DOE. 

You see it all in the emails, website, Google Classroom, and Remind updates, so I won’t go into too much detail here. We are 
administering the NYS tests to those who opted in to take them. We’ve advised parents on the pared-down Regents exam schedule in 
June. AP students will be taking their exams online in May. Through it all, we’ve been holding assemblies, advising students on their 
college applications, enriching students with an ever-expanding roster of afterschool clubs, and even managing to have a Spring Spirit 
Week! 

You’ve participated in Coffee with the Principal (without the coffee!) and “You Make a Difference” (this year, VERY different!) and 
made these recurring events even more successful than before. 

Our eighth and twelfth grade students, of course, have major transitions in June. We are planning our awards ceremonies and 
commencement exercises (“graduation” for seniors and “Moving Up” for eighth graders) to be IN PERSON, and we are very excited! It 
won’t look quite like it has in previous years, but please know we are doing our best and looking forward to marking these milestones 
with the celebrations and “pomp and circumstance” they deserve! 

I cannot speak highly enough of my teachers and staff who have pulled together, and gone above and beyond to make this a relevant 
and beneficial school year. And again, without parent partnership, this would be an even more difficult task. And most of all, I want to 
thank our STUDENTS! We are always in it for them, and watching them navigate the changes and challenges this year remind me more 
than ever why we are educators in the first place. 

Looking forward to seeing what the rest of the year has to bring!    Lori O’Mara 

Bronx Borough Arts Fair 
Congratulations to our                         

talented student artists and 

their teacher Ms. Brianne              

Emsworth! These three stu-

dents had works accepted for                          

exhibition in this Spring’s                                    

Bronx Borough Arts Fair! 

Giada N. (top left) Grade 12 

Zoe A. (bottom left) Grade 9 

Angie G. (right) Grade 12 
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ELA 

Students have just finished a unit on Immigration. 
They analyzed short stories to find common 
themes and wrote literary analysis essays. We will 
be starting a poetry unit which will culminate 
with students writing their own poems using   
various literary devices.  

Mathematics 

We are currently working on expressions and 
equations. Students will gain an introductory        
understanding of writing and solving equations. 
Students will use and make connections between 
tables, graphs, and linear equations that repre-
sent the same relationship. The Virtual Word Wall 
and Family Resources on Google Classroom are 
available for extra support. Our daily classwork is 
being done on student.desmos.com. Assignments 
are listed on Pupil Path and Google Classroom. 
Daily attendance in Zoom is crucial. Don’t forget, 
there office hours every day from 2:00-2:20! 

Science 

Weather is a 
complex sys-

tem that 
affects our 

daily lives. Un-
derstanding 

how weather 
events take 
place is im-
portant in order for students to conceptualize 

weather events in their own communities. In the 
Weather Patterns unit, students play the role of 
forensic meteorologists; they investigate severe 

rainstorms in a fictional town called Galetown. 
They explore how water vapor, temperature, en-

ergy transfer, and wind, influence local weather 
patterns, and how these factors can lead to se-

vere rainstorms.  

Math Through Technology 

We are supporting the Core Math classes with lesson on                        
decimals. We revisit sums and differences of decimals to the                  
hundredths, and products of decimals and whole numbers. The 
tasks are set within the context of shopping and budgeting. We 
will then move on to long division, beginning with quotients of 
whole numbers.  

Social Studies 

We have finished our unit on    
ancient Greek civilization.  We had 
the opportunity to explore geogra-
phy, city-states, democracy, and 
art. In upcoming weeks, we will be 
studying about classical Roman 
civilization and the Roman Empire. 
Students will learn about the ways 
the Romans built upon the ideas of 
the Greeks and other civilizations 
that came before them and about 
their own unique contributions to 
the modern world. As always, 
there will be emphasis on reading 
and writing skills, analysis of     
primary and secondary sources, 
and discussion of important ideas 
and issues. 

Literature 

Students are reading Walk Two 
Moons, by Sharon Creech, a 
story about a 13-year-old girl 
named Sal on a road trip with 
her grandparents across the 
country to see her mother. Sal 
tells her grandparents the story 
of her friend, Phoebe. As we 
read the story, students will 
compare the two main charac-
ters and uncover themes 
throughout the book. 
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Spanish 

Students are currently learning to describe themselves and                  
others, and identify themselves and others, using “ser” to                      
describe what someone is like, definite and indefinite articles, and 
noun-adjective agreement. We have been practicing reading, 
writing, listening, and speaking. They created a diamante poem 
about themselves. They will employ critical thinking skills as they 
compare the Spanish language and culture with that of their own 
community. Please review vocabulary at home, and try to use a 
little Spanish whenever possible! 

ELA 

We have been busy developing our writing and literacy 
skills. Our most recent unit honored Black History 
Month in January and Women’s History Month in 
March. We engaged in a “Hidden Figures” project, 
where students shed light on an individual each    stu-
dent felt should be acknowledged. Students looked at 
writings from the Harlem Renaissance, the Civil Rights 
Movement, and from modern-day       activists. Next, 
we will analyze shorter works and    uncover the liter-
ary devices used in them.  

Science 

In our current unit, “Chemical Reactions,” students are taking on the role of 
chemists to solve mysteries that can 
only be solved with an understanding 
of fundamental chemical principles. 
The first mystery is a fictional, yet  
realistic, scenario in which a reddish-
brown substance is coming out of the 
water pipes in a neighborhood that 
gets its water from a well. After     
solving this, students will move on to 
assist in a police investigation of a  
robbery involving the use of an       
unknown substance to steal a rare and 
expensive diamond. Students will use 
their understanding of substances, 
atoms, and chemical reactions to   
identify the unknown substance as 
hydrochloric acid. They will then help 
the police determine which of their 
suspects is most likely to have pro-
duced the substance. 

 

Social Studies 

We continue to make our way chronologically through American History. We 
have learned about early American government, and its impact on national              
development. Development continues as the upcoming units provide content on 
Westward Expansion. We will then discuss the roots of national division leading 
up to and through the Civil War and Reconstruction, which will be gin our course 
of study in the eighth grade! In addition to content, research, speaking and                    
listening skills support the transition from seventh to eighth grade. Don’t forget 
daily office hours right after school! 

Mathematics 

Students are building on what they learned in sixth grade to add and 
subtract positive and negative numbers. We have used a variety of 
strategies and mental models, such as floats and anchors in the context 
of a submarine, number/line representations, etc., to help us find sums 
and differences of rational numbers. We recently used what we 
learned in the first half of the unit to make sense of multiplying and 
dividing positives and negatives. This will prepare students to solve 
equations—which is a focal point of Unit 6. 
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Social Studies 

We have finished up The Great Depression, and are moving into World War II. We will 
learn about how it started, the various leaders, and key events. We will study the  
horrific tragedy of the Holocaust—analyzing primary sources and reading first-hand 
accounts from survivors. We will talk about the development of atomic energy and 
the atomic bomb—how it was used, and whether there was an alternative. After this, 
we will move into the Cold War and learn about the actions taken by the United 
States and the Soviet Union.  

Spanish 

We are focusing on the family. 
“En Mi Familia.” Students are 
learning to talk about family, ask 
and tell ages, express possession 
using “de,” give details, and make 
comparisons. We will review   
vocabulary from pervious units. 
Students will employ critical think-
ing skills as they compare the 
Spanish language and culture of 
Puerto Rico  with that of their 
own community. To support you 
child at home, encourage them to 
practice the activities in the online 
textbook, Https://my.hrw.com.  

ELA 

In honor of National Poetry Month, we have been studying poetic works 
from various time periods, including the Romantic Era to see how the 
themes shape our literary perspectives today. We have been analyzing               
cultural artifacts, including music, paintings, and sculpture. Students have 
been analyzing William Blake’s Songs of Innocence and Experience, not only 
to gain a sense of the time period, but also to reflect on their own growing 
process over their middle school years. Students will be assessed on their 
ability to construct two poems that incorporate elements of the Romantic 
period and follow the rhythmic structure of Blake’s works. 

Algebra 

We have explored function notation and what 
it means to be a function. We have learned 
about exponential grown and decay, and we 
have learned how to write function rules for 
these relationships. We will now take a deep 
dive into quadratic equations. This major topic 
will be covered over two units on                                 
student.desmos.com. The curriculum website 
has helpful guidance for families: https://
im.kendallhunt.com/HS/families/1/6/
index.html. Students should have their                       
graphing calculators with them every day 
whether they are remote or in-person (we 
recommend the TI-84 Plus). They will continue 
to use this calculator throughout high school. 

Living Environment 

DNA, as students learned earlier in the year, is 
found in all living things and has a common 
role in heredity. In our current unit, students 
investigate genetic processes, including pro-
tein synthesis, inheritance, and gene expres-
sion. They will then learn about modifications 
of these processes through the lens of genetic 
engineering, biotechnology, and natural selec-
tion. They will investigate these concepts 
through background readings, interactive sim-
ulations, and experience with biotechnology 
labs including using analyzing DNA samples 
using gel electrophoresis. 
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9, 10, 11, 12, 2 Aps and Loving

African American Literature 

African American literature explores the issues of freedom, equity, and equality long denied to Blacks in the United States and advances  
further themes of African American culture, class, colorism, racism, identity, empowerment, black joy. We will explore genres such as: prose 
fiction, poetry, short stories and plays, and study writes like Phyllis Wheatly, Oladuah Eqjuaino, Ida B. Wells, WEB DuBois, Frederick 
Douglass, Langston Hughes, Toni Morrison, James Baldwin, and many, many more from the late 18th century through the modern day. 

Grade 10 

Some of our tenth graders have just completed innovative poetry 
presentations, studying song lyrics as well as other traditional     
poetic forms. They sharpened their analytical skills as they discov-
ered puns, hidden messages, meta-
phors, and allusions in some of their 
favorite songs. It prepared us for 
our current study of Shakespeare’s 
Macbeth. Other students are cur-
rently reading 1984, by George  
Orwell. Our studies have been    
focusing on the elements of dysto-
pian literature and how Orwell’s 
novel serves as a warning against 
authoritarian power. Students will 
work on textual analysis of themes 
in the novel, and make connections 
to real-world leaders who have  
taken advantage of their power. 

Grade 12 

Seniors have finished up their poetry manuscripts and are now moving  unit using short films to increase their knowledge the visual medium 
so common in many of their lives. The unit will conclude with a presentation where they will analyze one of their favorite scenes in a film. 
This will allow them to demonstrate their deeper understanding of how the visual medium conveys so much more information than we may 
all realize. The final unit will conclude with a media-based project. 

Grade 11 

Seniors have finished up their poetry manuscripts We are finishing 
The Narrative of Frederick Douglass and will then read The Hate U 
Give, by Angie Thomas. Students will teach chapters of the book to 
the class. They had an extra credit opportunity to attend a virtual 
event called Black Futures, about creating a platform for media and 
voices of all backgrounds. We will be drafting a thematic essay in 
multiple steps. Students will receive ELA Regents prep as needed. 

AP English Literature 

We are completing our study of Shake-
speare’s King Lear. We’ve read it aloud in 
class, watched a version from the Globe 
Theatre of London, and written essays 
about the play. To explore versions of the 
story told in different formats, we’ve read 
A Thousand Acres, by Jane Smiley and will 
complete a final essay assessment. Next, 
we will read The Mayor of Casterbridge, 
by Thomas Hardy, which we will finish 
before the AP Lit test, which will take 
place online on May 18th. 

AP English Language and Composition 

In our intro to Black Lit, we are reading Ta
-Nehisi Coates’ Between the World and 
Me. Students will write i-Search essays on 
a topic selected from one of the many 
allusions Coates makes in the book. At the 
same time, we are reading The Hate U 
Give, by Angie Thomas, as we prepare for 
the AP exam, which will take place on 
May 26th online. Students will be well-
prepared for the ELA Regents because of 
all the work they have done in prepara-
tion for the AP exam. 

Grade 9 

We are wrapping up a unit on Dystopian Fiction. Students 
delved into the rich symbolism of the prescient American 
classic, Fahreinheit 451, by Ray Bradbury, making historical 
insightful connections to historical and current events.  
Students have also been honing their argumentative skills 
and deepening their experience with the writing process. 
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Grade 9 Global Studies 

This past marking period, we learned about     
classical civilizations, including the Qin and Han 

Dynasties in China, Ancient Greece including   
Athens and Sparta, and lastly, Ancient Rome.  
Students learned about the many contributions 
these civilizations made. We most recently 
learned about the collapse of the Roman Empire 
and its impact on Western Europe, and how this 
collapse led to the Middle Ages. We also recently 
completed our third “enduring issues” essay. 

Grade 10 Global Studies 

We recently completed a document-
based essay assignment and multiple-
choice quiz as assessments of          
students’ study of the Russian Revolu-
tion and World Was I. We have now 
begun the next unit, “The World     
Between the Wars/World War II.” This 
includes topics like: Soviet economic 
policies under Lenin and Stalin, the 
Great Depression, comparing totalitarian states, and the causes, events, and effects 
of World War II. Students will examine a variety of historical sources and participate 
in online discussions and debates. Written assignments will encourage students to 
offer their opinions on thought-provoking topics like: justifications of the U.S.  
bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Our study of the Holocaust will include a   
virtual visit to the Museum of Jewish Heritage. 

Participation in Government 

In the past marking period, we    
studies types of governments, wrote 
persuasive political speeches, prac-
ticed public speaking, studies the 
foundations of democracy in the 
United States, and reviewed the  
Constitutional Convention and the 
Bill of Rights. In the final marking 
period, we will study the branches of 
government, federalism, the legal 
systems of the U.S, electoral politics, 
special interest groups, and civic  
participation (voting, jury duty, politi-
cal activism, etc). We also prepare 
for college by studying research pa-
per writing strategies. 

Fundamentals of Law 

We have been actively involved in the 
study of the legal prosecution of criminal 
activity. Students have researched and 
discussed the elements of several serious 
crimes (murder, arson, rape, assault, etc). 
Much of our focus has centered on “Actus 
Reus” (physical act),”Mens Rea” (criminal 
intent), and “Motive” (reason/purpose). 
One of several case studies was Martin vs. 
State” to help illustrate the above. We also 
discussed “Strict Liability Crimes” (lack of 
Mens Rea) and “Mistake of Law             
Defense” (People vs. Morrero). Classes 
have spent considerable time researching 
and discussing murder, and felony murder. 

Grade 11 US History 

We are currently studying early 20th   
century U.S. History. We are now 
focusing on the Great Depression 
and the New Deal, World War II, and 
by late April will turn our attention to 
the Civil Rights movement and begin 
preparing for a final project in which 
we will research and explore connec-
tions between a current and an    
historical issue in the United States. 

AP U.S. History 

Students recent-
ly completed an 
argumentative 
essay exploring 
the question of 
whether history 
ought to focus 
more on the 
similarities or 
differences    
between Mal-
colm X and      
Dr. Martin     
Luther King, Jr. 
They will      
complete a    

document-based essay on the modern Women’s 
Rights movement before shifting in May to AP 
exam review. The exam is May 19th.  Please    
follow all instructions from Ms. Lustig (in your 
Google Classroom and email) about necessary 
College Board software for your devices. 
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Living Environment 

DNA, as students learned earlier in the year, is 
found in all living things and has a common role in 
heredity. In our current unit, students investigate 
genetic processes, including protein synthesis,  
inheritance, and gene expression. They will then 
learn about modifications of these processes 
through the lens of genetic engineering,    biotech-
nology, and natural selection. They will investigate 
these concepts through background readings,  
interactive simulations, and experience with     
biotechnology labs including using analyzing DNA 
samples using gel electrophoresis. 

Chemistry 

Chemistry cannot answer why matter exists, but it but it explains 
how the properties, composition, and structure of matter        
substances play a role in everyone’s lives and touches almost 
every aspect of our existence. We are ending our unit on toxic 
substances, and are now moving on to our next unit on            
Stoichiometry, which is the study of the quantities of reactants 
and products in a chemical reaction. In it, we measure             
quantitative relationships and use these to determine the 
amount of products and reactants that are produced or needed 
in a given reaction. It is all about the numbers! 

Earth Science 

How do clues we find today tell us a story about the Earth’s past? How does the period of 
human existence compare to the vastness of time? The Earth’s geologic history tells a 
story about the inception of life and the rise and fall of species, showing life is resilient 
and changing in the face of gradual and sudden shifts to the environment. Students are 
learning how rock and fossil observations, in combination with radioactive dating       
techniques, have been used to construct a geologic time scale. We will wrap our heads 
around the vastness of geologic time, and learn more about the magnificent and strange 
creatures that have also called Earth home. 

Weather & Climate 

Students are learning about how Earth’s weather and climate have changed in the past—
going from such extremes and global ice ages to steamy tropical rainforests where palm 
trees grew north as far as Alaska. They will analyze and interpret data from proxy        
evidence, such as tree rings and fossilized plankton to understand past climates, and at 
what factors have caused these historic shifts in Earth’s systems. 

Environmental Science 

Students are currently studying hazardous waste in the United States, with particular reference 
to the stories of Times Beach, Love Canal, and the Hudson River PCB contamination. We will 
learn about the types of waste generated in the US (with particular reference to New York) and 
the challenges related to waste management, disposal, and the health and environmental   
impacts. 

Physics 

Students are competing the final topic—the 
simple pendulum—in our unit on mechanics 
and will be moving on to a unit about energy. 
In this unit, we will observe and describe 
transmissions of various forms of energy and 
explain the exchange among potential energy, 
kinetic energy, and internal energy for simple 
mechanical systems such as a pendulum, a 
roller coaster, a spring, and a freely-falling 
object. As students complete each topic, they 
will also complete the relevant “pivot lab” 
activity related to each topic. 

Psychology 

We have just finished learning the theories of Sigmund Freud and Carl Jung. We learned about the struc-
ture of personality theory, defense mechanisms and the collective unconscious. Students had many lively 
discussions about the validity of the psychodynamic perspective in Psychology. Next, we will learn about 
Maslow and the other psychologist in the humanistic perspective.  
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Statistics 

We are looking at observational studies and 
experiments, two designs that researchers use 
to collect data and draw conclusions. What are 
the differences between them? What conditions 
are necessary for each design? Can cause ever 
be determined? How so? We have continued 
with an investigation into the normal probability 
density function to find probabilities and                     
percentiles from normally-distributed popula-
tions. What is a probability density function and 
how can it be used? What is the standard nor-
mal distribution and where does it apply? 

 

Advanced Placement Calculus AB 

We have completed all ten units of the 
course, and have been reviewing for the 
AP Calculus Exam which will be on May 
24th. We have been working on full-
practice exams and also problems from 
the AP College Board website. They are 
timing and grading themselves to deter-
mine where they are in preparation and 
in what areas they need improvement.  

Pre-Calculus 

We have covered our fourth unit on Trig-
onometry Part II, which includes verifying 
trigonometric identities, solving trigono-
metric equations, and inverse trigonome-
try. Now, we are covering rational                      
functions, and an introduction to limits, 
which is the first unit of Calculus. Soon, 
students will work on a small project   
covering a real-life situation involving a 
sinusoid curve.  

Algebra 2 & Trigonometry 

We are beginning an in-depth exploration of exponential functions and the many ways 
we can represent them. Through class collaboration and the scenario of a zombie                
invasion, students will interpret the key components of exponential functions. They 
will apply their understanding of these functions to many different scenarios, like                   
predicting population growth and decay and determining half-life. Then we will move 
on to more complex exponential models, like calculating compound interest. When we 
learn about logarithms, we will be able to solve equations we previously found unsolv-
able. The seniors in Algebra 2 are working on a project about the importance of the US 
Census and how to make predictions based on Census data. Once we do this, it’s on to 
statistical analysis! 

Geometry 

We have finished a unit on 3-dimensional solids. We practiced spatial visualization of         
3-D figures, modeled real-world situations involving area, volume, and density. We 
studied sectional representations of the figures, as well as Cavalieri’s Principle.                      
Students will now use topics they have learned to study Coordinate Geometry.                     
Students will be able to show their algebraic strengths to analyze various concepts. 
Work is still assigned on student.desmos.com, which enables teachers to give feedback 
and students to complete self-paced assignments.  

Algebra 

We have explored function notation and what it 
means to be a function. We have learned about 
exponential grown and decay, and we have 
learned how to write function rules for these 
relationships. We will now take a deep dive into 
quadratic equations. This major topic will be 
covered over two units on student.desmos.com. 
The curriculum website has helpful guidance for 
families: https://im.kendallhunt.com/HS/
families/1/6/index.html. Students should have 
their graphing calculators with them every day 
whether they are remote or in-person (we rec-
ommend the TI-84 Plus). They will continue to 
use this calculator throughout high school. 
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Spanish 1 

Currently, we are working on authentic culture and real-life communication using Spanish 
in Mexico. We are practicing reading, writing, listening, and speaking, and introducing 
students to culture typical of Mexico through the level 1 Avancemos program. Students 
will employ critical thinking skills as they compare Mexico’s language and culture with 
that of their own community and connect to other academic subjects, using their 
knowledge of Spanish to access new information. We are learning to talk about telling 
time, school subjects, classroom objects, numbers, and daily activities. They are learning 
the verb tener (to have), the present tense of –ar verbs, the verb estar (to be), and the 
verb ir (to go). 

 

Spanish 2 

Currently, we are working on authentic culture and real-life communication using Spanish 
in Argentina. We are practicing reading, writing, listening, and speaking, and introducing 
students to culture typical of Argentina through the level 2 Avancemos program. Students 
will employ critical thinking skills as they compare Argentina’s language and culture with 
that of their own community and connect to other academic subjects, using their 
knowledge of Spanish to access new information. We are learning to talk about sporting 
events and athletes, ways of staying healthy, point out specific people and things, how to 
retell events from the past, daily routines, how to clarify sequence of events, and what 
others are doing right now or intend to do. They are learning about adverbs with –mente, 
the preterite of –er and –ir verbs, pensar+infinitive, reflexive verbs, and the present pro-
gressive. 

Spanish 3 

We are working with the level 3 Avancemos program, learning vocabulary about volun-
teerism, conservation, and the environment. Students will learn about the effects of pol-
lution on the environment and discuss conservation strategies not only in the US, but in 
Latin America, in the hopes of them becoming global citizens. We will also be studying 
the future tense. Many of you have been asking about the LOTE exam. We have recently 
learned that the LOTE will not be offered this year. We will take the time usually allotted 
for test preparation and use it to further study other tenses and vocabulary. 

Please encourage your child to seek additional help during daily office hours, 2:00-2:20. Students can further 
their learning by reviewing their notes and vocabulary frequently—a few minutes each day! Try using  

Spanish wherever possible—read labels, listen to some Spanish TV, and listen to some Spanish music. We look 
forward to seeing our students progress through the rest of the school year. Please stay safe and be well! 
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Yes! We can be physically fit, even remotely! 

Don’t forget to get your exercise every day, 

and don’t forget to fill out those Fitness Logs! 

Mindfulness                            
&                                    

Wellness!                     

*** 

Relax!  

Recharge!  

Communicate 
your feelings! 



It’s the Arts! 
...at RKA  

 Music with Ms. Zalantis 

Recent topics and projects have included melodic contour, creating an audio re-
cording in Soundtrap, reading in bass clef, and learning more complicated rhythm 
combinations. In studying melodic contour, we worked on visualizing and building 
the shape of a melody. In Soundtrap, students created and recorded a rap or song 
based on the multiples of a particular number. We moved from our knowledge of 
reading high sounds in treble clef to learning how to read low sounds in bass clef. 
This unit included an introduction to the trombone, an   instrument that often 
reads in bass clef. 

Visual Art with Ms. Kaminski 

High school art students have been developing their visual language skills through whatever tools they have available to them. The end 
of the first semester was geared toward more conceptual issues—for instance, expressing the passage of time in a composition (“Then & 
Now”) and addressing the different ways we either protect ourselves or our identities (“Cover Ups”). Students will continue to submit 
twice-monthly observation journals, as well, in which they decide what they want to express both visually and in writing...real or imag-
ined. 

Music with Ms. Castiner 

Students are focusing on identifying pitch on a treble clef staff and learning all the names of the piano keys. 
Putting these two skills together, they are learning to read music and read a variety of simple melodies on 
their virtual pianos. We continue to build our snare drum technique and rhythm reading skills, which has 
allowed us to play a variety of percussion band parts along with recordings, so they can still get the feeling 
of being part of a band. 

Visual Art with Ms. Emsworth 

In the seventh grade, students have been painting, learning the basics of color mixing and color theory. In high school Core Art, they are 
doing the same, which exploring Pop Art, and creating works in the style of Roy Lichtenstein. In high school Sketch class, students are 
learning to use texture to create value, and creating still life works using scratch paper. 

Visual Art with Mr. Klein 

Cultural Awareness Week has brought our students closer together as they explored traditional recipes and applied all they have learned 
in art towards creating “recipe art!” We are also exploring typography and layout while consistently honing our value skills to bring     
dimension to our illustrations. 


